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DIRECTIONS: Read the following passage and write a response to the
prompt that follows.

Are Animals Inventors?
by Gail Jarrow and Paul Sherman
1		

You use inventions every day. For some simple ones, think of a spoon or
hammer. Other inventions are complex, such as a car or telephone. Many
people think that only humans invent tools.

2		

Not so fast. Some animals use tools, too. For example, fire ants use moss
to soak up water and carry it home. Sea otters use rocks to crack open mussel
shells. Does that mean that these animals are also inventors?

3		

Finding out isn’t easy. We can’t ask an otter how it knew to use a rock as a
hammer. Was it born knowing this? Or did it copy another otter’s invention?

4		

Scientists often approach these questions by watching animals in nature.
They have noticed that all sea otters—young and old—use rocks to break hard
shells. All do it basically the same way. And all fire ants use their moss the
same way, too. So tool use by otters and fire ants may be an inborn ability.

The Termite Catcher
5		

For some other animals, it’s a different story. Chimpanzees use a stick to
catch termites. A chimp finds a branch, strips off its leaves and side branches,
and breaks the stick to the ideal length. Then it carefully pokes the tool into
holes in a termite mound. The termites attack the stick. When the chimp pulls
out the stick, it’s covered with tasty termites. Unlike sea otters, individual
chimps construct and handle their tools differently.

6		

There is another clue that chimps invented this tool. Young chimps learn the
skill by watching older chimps. The first few times a youngster makes a probe
from a stick, the tool is crude and doesn’t work well. By practicing, the young
chimps improve their tool-making skill.

A Puzzle for Ravens
7		 Another animal tool-user is the raven. This bird collects rocks, then drops
them on intruders. Is the raven inventive? To find out, Dr. Bernd Heinrich gave
ravens a problem they had never seen before.
8		

He tied meat to the end of a long string that was attached to a perch. The
ravens could not pull bits of the meat loose by flying and grabbing at it. The
only way to eat the meat was to pull the string up to the perch. But Dr. Heinrich
made the problem harder by choosing a string that was too long to be raised
with one pull.

3

9		 At first the ravens pecked at the string or dived at the meat. Finally, one bird
sat on the perch and pulled up a short length of string with its beak. The raven
used its foot to clamp the string to the perch, which prevented the meat from
falling back to its original place. The bird then used its beak to yank up another
length of string. After repeating this several times, the bird could grab the
meat.
10		 Eventually, most of the other ravens pulled up the string in a similar way.
Once a bird figured out the solution, it used the method perfectly every time.
Because none of the ravens solved the problem immediately, Dr. Heinrich
concluded that they had invented a solution.
11		

Did some birds learn the solution by watching the first raven, or did each one
figure out the problem alone? He couldn’t tell, but his experiment showed that
at least the first raven had been an inventor.

12		

Animals other than humans probably won’t invent complicated tools like
computers or airplanes. But some of them are more inventive than you might
think.
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Read the prompt below and then write your response.
You have read a passage that describes how animals create tools. Write an
essay explaining why scientists think that some animals are clever enough
to invent tools. Be sure to use facts and details from the text to support
your explanation.
Your writing will be scored on the development of ideas, organization of
writing, and language conventions of grammar, usage, and mechanics.
Please write your response within the lined boxes on pages 4 through 8.
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